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ABSTRACT 
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Thesis Title : Investigation of Effects of Current and Temperature on Emission 
Spectra of a Gallium-nitride-based Blue Laser Diode 
Major Field : Physics 
Date of Degree : May 2016 
 
Most of the applications where gallium nitride (GaN)-based blue laser diodes are utilized 
require high laser spectral quality with controlled spectral wavelength and stable output 
power. Owing to these requirements, it is important to characterize commercial blue laser 
diodes prior to employing them in spectroscopy and other applications. In this study, highly 
resolved emission spectra of a Roithner LaserTechnik LD-445-50PD Fabry-Perot GaN 
blue laser diode, over the wavelength region (440 – 450 nm), will be measured and 
analyzed to study the evolution and stability of the longitudinal modes of a single-
transverse mode laser diode. The emission spectra of the laser diode will be experimentally 
investigated as a function of operating current and temperature and over continuous 
operation time. Moreover, laser diode’s temporal stability will be investigated by 
monitoring emitted spectra intensity variation while selecting and monitoring a single 
longitudinal mode, at fixed current and temperature and over extended period of lasing. 
The proposed technique will be utilized to evaluate few optical parameters related to the 
properties of GaN-based blue laser diodes, such as mode spacing, optical gain, threshold 
current, slope efficiency (or external differential) and wavelength rate of change with 
temperature and injection current. The main purpose of this study is to map the evolution 
of the longitudinal modes of a commercial GaN-based blue laser diode. The successful 
xvi 
 
application of the proposed research herein is anticipated to provide scholars and users 
much needed information on the operation and nature of emission spectra of GaN-based 
blue laser diodes. 
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 ملخص الرسالة
 
 
 توفيق اولال أديغن :الاسم الكامل
 
التحقيق في آثار التيار الكهربائي ودرجة الحرارة على الانبعاثات الأطياف من الصمام الثنائي ليزر  عنوان الرسالة:
 أزرق مصنوعة من نيتريد الغاليوم
 
 الفيزياء التخصص:
 
 6102 مايو :العلمية تاريخ الدرجة
 
معظم التطبيقات التي نيتريد الغاليوم (الجاليوم) القائم على الثنائيات الليزر الزرقاء تستخدم تتطلب أشعة الليزر عالية  
الجودة الطيفية مع الطول الموجي الطيفي للرقابة وانتاج الطاقة مستقرة. ونظرا لهذه المتطلبات، من المهم أن تميز 
.سيتم قياس حلها غاية  الليزر الأزرق التجارية قبل توظيفها في التحليل الطيفي وغيرها من التطبيقاتالثنائيات 
الانبعاثات الطيفية من الانضباطي فابري بيرو غان الثنائيات الليزر الأزرق وتحليلها لدراسة تطور واستقرار وسائط 
 084-044اللون الأزرق الانبعاثات استنادا غان ( طولية من الصمام الثنائي ليزر أحادية وضع عرضية. أطياف من
نانومتر) سيتم التحقيق تجريبيا الثنائيات الليزر بوصفها وظيفة من التشغيل الحالية، ودرجة الحرارة الداخلية ووقت 
تشغيل المستمر. وعلاوة على ذلك، سيتم التحقيق الثنائيات الليزر درس الاستقرار الزماني من خلال رصد كثافة 
ساعة متواصلة من الليزر. وسوف  01طياف المنبعثة الاختلاف مع مراقبة الوضع الطولي المهيمن، وأكثر من أ
تستخدم هذه التقنية المقترحة لتقييم بعض المعلمات الطيفية ذات الصلة خصائص استنادا غان الثنائيات الليزر الأزرق، 
البحث المقترح هو رسم خريطة لتطور وسائط طولية  أي تباعد وضع وتحقيق مكاسب البصرية. الغرض الرئيسي من
من مقرها غان الثنائيات الليزر الأزرق. ومن المتوقع أن تكون لها تطبيقات مباشرة في العديد من المجالات حيث 
 التطبيق الناجح لبحث المقترح هنا ومن استخدام الثنائيات الليزر هو العمود الفقري لنجاح تنفيذ الدراسة المقترحة.
المتوقع أن توفر العلماء ومستخدمي المعلومات المطلوبة عن العملية وطبيعة أطياف انبعاث الثنائيات الليزر الأزرق 
 أساس الجاليوم.
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1 CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Gallium-nitride (GaN) based laser diodes that emit light in the blue region of the 
electromagnetic spectrum are a group of laser diodes that has attracted the attention of 
researchers since their development by Nakamura et al. [1] and their application has 
increased tremendously. Due to their emission spectra wavelength, blue laser diodes have 
many applications in day-to-day activities. Furthermore, their compactness and portability 
make the integration of gallium-nitride based blue laser diodes with electronic circuits 
possible. Among the visible light, blue light has the least attenuation after violet light in 
underwater communications. This makes GaN-based blue laser diode find application in 
deep water communications [2]. Aside from underwater communications, they find 
application in high-speed optical communications [3]. In military weaponry, they are also 
being used as a rangefinder and target designator to reduce collateral damage [4], [5]. Blue 
laser diodes also serve as pumping source in solid-state lasers [6]. Due to its short 
wavelength, blue laser can detect smaller size pit in discs unlike the red or infrared laser, 
as depicted in Figure 1.1. It implies that the shorter the wavelength, the more data the discs 
can hold. The invention of GaN-based blue laser diode has made it possible to manufacture 
high density optical storage devices known as Blu-ray discs (BD) [7]. Some infected 
human body tissues absorb in the blue region of electromagnetic spectrum, thus blue laser 
diodes also find application in medicine to carry out diagnosis of tissues for infection and 
bloodless treatments of the tissues [8], [9]. A typical diagnosis application of blue laser 
diode is shown in Figure 1.2. Blue diodes can also be combined with other primary colors 
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(red and green) to provide white lightning [10]. Spectroscopic applications that involve 
emission and absorption in the blue region of electromagnetic spectrum has also utilized 
GaN-based blue laser diodes to carry out research in environmental monitoring of toxic 
gases such as oxides of nitrogen (NOx) [11], [12], [13]. There is also an ongoing debate 
about whether GaN-based blue diodes, with the two other primary colors from other 
devices, are capable of supplying the light required by plants for their growth, perhaps 
being a substitute for the genetically grown plants. 
 
Figure 1.1: Comparison of optical storage formats in discs [7]  
 
 
Figure 1.2: An infected tissue undergoing diagnosis by incident with blue laser [7] 
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1.1 GaN Semiconductor as a Blue Laser  
Table 1.1 shows some of the commonly used semiconductors with their band gaps. GaN 
belongs to subgroup III-nitride of the main group of III-V compound semiconductor. The 
figure of merit which makes GaN semiconductor promising candidate as an emitter of blue 
light is the band gap, 3.39 eV [14], [15]. This was known shortly after gallium-arsenide 
based laser diode emitting in the infrared region of electromagnetic spectrum was 
demonstrated [16]. Despite this discovery, GaN based laser diode technology did not enjoy 
rapid development like GaAs. The main obstacle to GaN based laser diode technology was 
how to develop a conducting p-type GaN semiconductor needed to combine with the easily 
fabricated “undoped” n-type GaN semiconductor to form a p-n junction. The undoped n-
type GaN material typically has electron concentration above 1019/cm3 [14]. A research 
group at RCA (Radio Corporation of America) laboratories in the 1970s made many 
attempts to fabricate the needed p-type GaN but they were unsuccessful and the study was 
later abandoned [17]–[22]. Worth mentioning is the competition for blue light between 
GaN and zinc-selenide (ZnSe), which belongs to the II-IV semiconductor group. ZnSe is a 
wide band gap [23] semiconductor like GaN, so this makes it a rival candidate for blue 
light emitting device as demonstrated by Okuyama et al. [24] and Boney et al. [25]. 
However, the first successful fabrication of the formerly elusive conducting p-type GaN 
by Amano et. al [26] and then followed by Nakamura et. al [27] shifted attention away 
from the ZnSe material due to its relatively short lifetime [28]. This breakthrough led to 
the first  GaN based blue laser diode operating under pulsed injection current [1] and 
continuous-wave [29] at room temperature in 1995 and 1997, respectively. In 1999, Shuji 
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Table 1.1: Physical properties of some semiconductors. 𝑬𝒈 is the band gap, 𝐝𝑬𝒈/𝐝𝑻 
temperature dependence of the  band gap, 𝝀𝒈 is the wavelength corresponding to the 
band gap, 𝒏(𝝀𝒈) is the dispersive refractive index and 𝐝𝒏/𝐝T is the temperature 
dependence of the refractive index [30] 
Semiconductor 𝐸𝑔(eV) Type d𝐸𝑔/d𝑇 
(meV/K) 
𝜆𝑔 
(μm) 
𝑛(𝜆𝑔) d𝑛/d𝑇 
(10−5K−1) 
Group IV 
Ge 0.66 I −0.37 1.87 4 27.6 
Si 1.12 I −0.25 1.11 3.45 13.8 
III-V Compounds 
GaAs 1.42 D −0.45 0.87 3.6 15 
GaN 3.39𝑎 D −0.45 0.36 2.6 6.8 
II-VI Compound 
ZnSe 2.67𝑏 D −0.50 0.46 2.3 6.3 
asee ref. [14]; bsee Ref. [23] 
Nakamura, former Nichia Chemical Industries employer, released GaN based blue/violet 
laser diodes in the market [31]. Since its development, GaN based laser diode technology 
has significantly improved, consequently and many areas of applications have emerged 
[32]. It is clearly shown from Table 1.1 that GaN semiconductor can inherently emit light 
in the violet region of electromagnetic spectrum. So in order to extend the emission into 
the blue region, GaN can be alloyed with other semiconducting materials. This is achieved 
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by alloying GaN with other members of III-nitride semiconductor which include indium 
and aluminum nitrides (InN, AlN) to form either ternary or quaternary (or more) GaN-
based compound semiconductors. The resulting band gaps or wavelengths would depend 
on the stoichiometry composition of the individual materials. The band gaps of InN and 
AlN are 0.6 and 6.2 eV, respectively, consequently GaN band gap can be engineered by 
the utilizing InN and/or AlN to obtain the desired band gaps or wavelengths [33], [34].  
1.2 Statement of Research Problem 
Fabry-Perot laser diodes are the most common and cheapest laser diodes. Multiple resonant 
modes which have oscillation with several longitudinal modes are a characteristic of Fabry-
Perot laser diodes. The output parameters such as optical power and emission spectrum of 
a Fabry-Perot laser diode are sensitive to change in injection current and operating 
temperature. The output optical power of laser diode at some fixed injection current and 
temperature does not remain the same whenever one of the operating conditions changes. 
Likewise, the spectral emission of the laser diode responds to change in the operating 
parameters. There are shifts in the longitudinal modes and gain profile of the laser diode as 
injection current and/or temperature change. Thus, both laser diode injection current and 
temperature are used to tune or shift the wavelength to the specific wavelengths required. 
Wavelength tuning is an important tool for selecting the desired wavelengths for different 
applications such as spectroscopy where the wavelengths are scanned over some range. For 
a particular application, a certain fixed injection current at a fixed laser diode temperature 
might give a desired result but once there is a change of ambient temperature of the laser 
diode to higher temperature, the injection current might not be safe any longer for 
application at the new temperature [35]. Application areas of blue laser diode such as 
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medicine, spectroscopy and optical/underwater communications require high spectral 
purity and stability. So an injection current-temperature combination, that would give high 
spectral purity and stability, is the ultimate goal in spectroscopic research. Thus, a great 
deal of attention is needed by spectroscopic researchers in selecting optimum injection 
current and temperature that is suitable for their studies. Though GaN semiconductors are 
relatively stable to temperature change and even perform well at elevated temperature as 
compared with GaAs, Fabry-Perot GaN-based blue laser diodes exhibit these injection 
current and temperature characteristics on their output emission. 
1.3 Statement of research aim and objectives 
The ultimate goal in spectroscopic application of a GaN based blue laser diode is to have 
high spectral emission stability with high resolution for the purpose of carrying out studies 
on detection and monitoring of toxic gases, such as oxides of nitrogen and sulphur. In order 
to achieve this, it is imperative to characterize the laser diode for some optimal injection 
current and temperature for its subsequent spectroscopic application. 
In this thesis, highly resolved spectral emission of a Roithner LaserTechnik LD-445-50PD 
tunable Fabry-Perot GaN blue laser diode, emitting radiation over the wavelength region 
440 – 450 nm, will be measured and analyzed to study the evolution and stability of the 
longitudinal modes of a single-transverse mode laser diode. The emission spectra of the 
laser diode will be experimentally investigated as a function of operating current and 
temperature and over continuous operation time. This study will be carried out based on 
the following objectives: 
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1. To investigate the temporal stability of the laser diode output optical power and 
wavelength at some fixed injection current and temperature over an extended period 
of time. 
2. To estimate the laser diode lasing parameters such as threshold current, 
characteristic temperature from light output-current (L-I) curve and differential 
quantum efficiency-temperature curve. 
3. To investigate the evolution of longitudinal modes peaks location as a function of 
injection current as well as temperature 
4. To evaluate current and temperature coefficients of the laser diode emission 
wavelength and mode spacing.  
1.4 Structure of the Thesis  
The outline of the chapters in this thesis is as follows: chapter 2 discusses the theoretical 
background of basic double heterojunction Fabry-Perot (FP) laser diodes. Definitions of 
some laser diode output parameters and their relationship with change in injection current 
and operating temperature are also explained. Chapter 3 gives the experimental details of 
the present study while Chapter 4 presents the results and discussion of the experimental 
observation. Finally, conclusion and summary of the study are given in Chapter 5. 
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2 CHAPTER 2 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF LASER 
DIODES 
This chapter gives a brief physical basis of a double heterojunction laser diode and goes on 
to present the principle of operation of a Fabry-Perot laser diode. Theoretical background 
of a Fabry-Perot laser diode based on recombination mechanism in the active layers. The 
laser diode emission characteristics are also discussed in addition to their relationships with 
injection current and operating temperature. 
2.1 Basic Structure of a Double Heterojunction Laser Diode 
Every laser must have three basic components, namely, an active or gain medium, a 
pumping source and an optical feedback mechanism. The first set of laser diodes that were 
fabricated were homojunction p-n semiconductor structures. A homojunction laser diode 
is the kind of laser diode structure in which the p- and n-type are made from similar material 
such as p-GaN/n-GaN and the junction serves as the active medium. Homojunction laser 
diodes suffer from two major problems and for these reasons, it has become obsolete. A 
homojunction laser diode has a very high threshold current which makes it not suitable for 
continuous wave (cw) operation at room temperature [36], [37]. Also, a large percentage 
of the photons generated from electron-hole recombination are absorbed by the p- and n-
type semiconductors, thus reducing the efficiency of the laser diode [4]. Another kind of 
laser diode structure is the double heterojunction (DH) structure. Nowadays, commercially 
available laser diodes are basically made of DH structure. A DH structure is formed by two 
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dissimilar semiconductor materials of different band gaps such as (Al, In)GaN/GaN. The 
active layer, with band gap 𝐸𝑔,𝑎, is, basically an undoped semiconductor sandwiched 
between two distinctly doped semiconductor cladding layers of wider band gap 𝐸𝑔,𝑐𝑙 (i.e. 
𝐸𝑔,𝑐𝑙 > 𝐸𝑔,𝑎). Thus the active layer has larger refractive index. Figure 2.1 shows a 
schematic view of a laser diode made from a p-type and n-type AlGaN as cladding layers 
and an undoped InGaN active layer. 
p-AlGaN
n-AlGaN
InGaN
I
I
L
d
 
Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the generic chip of a laser diode. I is the injection 
current to drive the laser diode. L is the physical length of the active layer of the 
laser diode. The cone is used to depict the laser emission.  
 
2.2 Principle of Operation of Laser Diodes 
When a DH laser diode is formed, the Fermi energy levels align themselves as shown in 
Figure 2.2. However, when it is forward biased by a voltage 𝑉𝐹, the Fermi level splits into 
two quasi-Fermi levels 𝐸𝐹𝐶 and 𝐸𝐹𝑉 with separation 𝑒𝑉𝐹 in the active layer as depicted in 
Figure 2.3. Electrons from the n-type and holes from the p-type semiconductor cladding 
layers are injected into the active layer and are confined within the potentials created by 
the active layer [38], [39]. Radiative and/or nonradiative recombination of the electrons 
and the holes occurs where the radiative recombination leads to emission of photons while  
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Figure 2:2: Energy band diagram of a DH structure of a p-i-n laser diode. Under 
zero-applied forward bias voltage, the Fermi levels 𝑽𝑭 of the layers are aligned. 
𝑬𝑪 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝑬𝑽 are the conduction and valence band energy respectively, while , 𝑬𝒈,𝒂 and 
𝑬𝒈,𝒄𝒍 are the bandgap energies of the active and cladding layers, respectively. 
the nonradiative recombination produces no photon emission. The energy, 𝐸 = ℎ𝑣, carries 
by each of the emitted photons corresponds to the energy bandgap of the active layer.  
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Figure 2.3: Energy band diagram. The Fermi levels separates into two quasi-Fermi 
levels, , 𝑬𝑭𝑪 and 𝑬𝑭𝑽   upon application of forward bias with energy spacing 𝒆𝑽𝑭, 
where 𝒆 and 𝑽𝑭 are electronic charge and forward bias voltage respectively 
The emitted photons are distributed in random directions and are out of phase from one 
another. This is known as spontaneous emission and is obtainable in light emitting diodes 
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as shown in Figure 2.4(a). In order for lasing action to take place, an optical feedback 
mechanism which is provided by cleaving the two end facets of the semiconductor crystal 
to form resonant cavity. This type of resonant cavity is known as Fabry-Perot cavity and is 
discussed in section 2.3.2.2. 
 
Figure 2.4: Recombination of electrons and holes generate photons (a) spontaneous 
emission dominates. The photons emitted are in random direction. (b) stimulated 
emission dominates. The photons emitted are in phase and same direction 
As more and more photons are generated from the recombination of electrons and holes, 
the photons undergo multiple reflections as they travel back and forth from one end facet 
to another. They also stimulate the injected electrons in the active layer to recombine with 
holes to emit other photons which are in the same direction and phase with the stimulating 
photons as shown in Figure 2.4(b). When stimulated photon emission is dominant over the 
spontaneous emission and the absorption by the cladding layers, optical gain and coherent 
emission is achieved. The minimum current required for stimulated emission to equal 
spontaneous emission and absorption in a laser diode is known as the laser diode threshold 
current. 
Since the bandgap of the active layer is less than that of the cladding layers, thus the active 
layer refractive index is greater than that of the cladding layers, and consequently, the 
photons are confined in the active layer due to total internal reflection at the interface of 
the active and cladding layers. Furthermore, reflectivity at each of the two end facets of the 
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Fabry-Perot cavity is obtained as result of discontinuity in index of refraction of the laser 
diode active layer and air. For a typical refractive index of a GaN-based blue laser diode, 
the refractive index is 𝑛 = 2.9 [40], therefore its reflectivity is  
𝑅 =
(𝑛 − 1)2
(𝑛 + 1)2
= 0.24 
However, the reflectivity can be enhanced by coating the reflective surfaces of the two 
cleaved end facets with dielectric thin film [41]. 
In practice, most of laser diodes have more than three layers in order to obtain better optical 
characteristics [40], [41]. 
2.3 Output Characteristics of a Laser Diode 
2.3.1 Laser Diode Output Optical Power 
A laser diode begins lasing only at an injection current above its threshold current below 
which spontaneous emission is dominant, which is a characteristic of light emitting diodes 
(LEDs). The output optical power of the laser diode increases rapidly at injection current 
well above the threshold current. A typical laser diode plot of output optical power versus 
injection current is shown in Figure 2.5. The curve is commonly referred to as L-I curve, 
that is, the light output-injection current curve.    
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Figure 2.5: Laser diode L-I curve. Spontaneous emission of photons is dominant at 
injection current below the threshold current  𝑰𝒕𝒉. Stimulated emission of photons 
dominates above the threshold current. 
The slope of the laser diode L-I curve can be obtained at an injection current above the 
threshold current and it is known as the slope efficiency 𝑆𝐿−𝐼 of the laser diode. It provides 
information about how the injection current produces output optical power and expressed 
as 
 
𝑆𝐿−𝐼 =
∆𝑃
∆𝐼
 
(2.1) 
with unit of milliwatt per milliampere (mW/mA). The threshold current 𝐼𝑡ℎ of the LD can 
approximately be determined by extrapolation from the linear fit of the L-I curve where the 
line intersects injection current (I) axis at zero output optical power (P). 
Other laser diode parameter that can be estimated from L-I curve includes external 
differential quantum efficiency, 𝜂𝑒𝑥𝑡 (a unit-less parameter) [42]. 
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External differential quantum efficiency is the ratio of number of photons that is emitted 
to the number of electron-hole pair recombination. In a perfect laser diode, it is 1 (that is 
100 percent) because each of the recombination events produces one photon that 
contributes to the laser diode light output. However in real laser diode, not all photons 
generated from the electron-hole pair recombination are contribute to a laser diode output. 
Some photons are lost due to their absorption by the internal structure of the 
semiconductors. 
In order to derive an expression for a laser diode external differential quantum efficiency, 
a comparison between the slope efficiency of a real laser diode is made against that of an 
ideal one. Consider a current I (electronic charge per unit time, 𝑒/𝑡) injected into a perfect 
laser diode which gives an output power P (photon energy per unit time, 𝐸/𝑡), where E is 
expressed as  
 
𝐸 =
ℎ 𝑐
𝜆
 
(2.2) 
in Joule. The slope efficiency of a perfect laser diode can therefore be expressed as 
 
𝑆𝐿−𝐼∗ =
ℎ 𝑐
𝜆 𝑒
 
(2.3) 
 where 𝑐 and 𝜆 are the photon’s speed and wavelength respectively, and ℎ is the Planck’s 
constant. The ratio of the slope efficiency of a real laser diode to that of the perfect one can 
now be written as 
 𝑆𝐿−𝐼
𝑆𝐿−𝐼∗
=
∆𝑃
∆𝐼
/ (
ℎ 𝑐
𝜆 𝑒
) 
(2.4) 
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from which the external differential quantum efficiency per facet 𝜂𝑒𝑥𝑡 of a real LD can be 
obtained as 
 𝜂𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 𝜆 𝑆𝐿−𝐼 (
 𝑒
ℎ 𝑐
) (2.5) 
External differential quantum efficiency is a dimensionless parameter. For most laser 
diodes, the external differential quantum efficiency is over the range 0.25 and 0.60 [43], 
[44]. 
2.3.2 Laser Diode Spectral Emission Characteristics  
2.3.2.1 Effect of Injection Current on Spectral Properties of a Laser diode 
Injection current into a laser diode causes electrons and holes from n-type and p-type laser 
diode cladding layers, respectively, to be injected into the active layer of the laser diode 
where they recombine to emit photons. Radiative recombination of the carriers leads to 
build up of optical gain in the active layer as shown in Figure 2.6.  
 
Figure 2.6: Optical gain of laser diode below threshold current. The gain is less than 
the loss. 
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The emitted photons undergo several reflections between the two cleaved end facets of the 
FP cavity as they travel through the laser diode active layer. The spectrum labeled “gain” 
in Figure 2.6 is a typical gain profile for an injection current below the threshold. Here, the 
optical gain is less than sum of all the losses, and thus the spontaneous emission of photons 
is more dominates. The losses can result from but not limited to premature or undesired 
transmission of photons due to mirror reflectivity below 100%, emitted photons that do 
not propagate in directions that satisfy total internal reflection get absorbed by the cladding 
layers and some absorbed by the active layer. Another form of loss may be due to 
inhomogeneity of the active layer structure which results in scattering of photons [45]. 
However, only the photons that survive these losses are fed back into the active layer where 
they are amplified by stimulating recombination of the injected electrons and holes. 
 
Figure 2.7: Optical gain of laser diode at threshold current. The gain is equal to the 
loss and thus the laser diode lases 
The gain can be enhanced by increasing the injection current, thus increasing the 
concentration of electrons and holes at the active layer where the recombine to yield more 
photons. When the threshold current of the laser diode is reached, the optical gain equals 
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to the sum of all the losses and consequently, stimulated emission of photons becomes 
dominant over that of spontaneous. At the threshold current, an FP laser diode exhibits 
several longitudinal modes which are evenly spaced as shown in Figure 2.7. The modes 
shift to higher wavelengths with increase in injection current above the threshold, so the 
current coefficient of this shift in wavelengths of the modes can be experimentally 
evaluated [46]–[48].   
2.3.2.2 Longitudinal Modes 
The resonant cavity in an FP laser diode provides the optical feedback mechanism for the 
photons in the active laser. Figure 2.8 shows a Fabry-Perot resonator which is formed by 
two parallel mirrors placed at a distance L apart. When light travels back and forth between 
the two mirrors, only those wavelengths which satisfy the standing wave relation 
 
𝑛𝐿 = 𝑚
𝜆
2 
 
(2.6) 
 
Figure 2.8: Schematic view of standing wave in a Fabry-Perot cavity with three 
standing waves (top) which correspond to the three longitudinal modes for m=1, 
m=2 and m=3 (bottom) 
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are allowed to resonate in the cavity. Where L is the cavity length, λ is the photon 
wavelength, m is an integer and n is the effective or group refractive index of the resonator. 
In laser diode, the resonator is formed by the active layer and its two cleaved end facets. 
The photons generated by carrier recombination in the active layer of the laser diode 
undergo multiple reflections between the two cleaved end facets of the cavity. 
The order m that is expected in this study can be obtained analytically by using a typical 
value of a GaN laser diode active layer cavity length of 650 μm which has group refractive 
index of 2.9, for wavelength 𝜆 = 448 nm as 
𝑚 ≈
2 × 2.9 × 650 × 10−6
448 × 10−9
 
≈ 8415 
Laser diode optical power is distributed among the lasing modes where the mode with 
highest intensity takes the highest optical power [49]. The longitudinal modes constitute 
the laser spectrum and the mode with the highest intensity is closer to the lasing gain 
spectrum [50]. 
2.3.2.3 Mode spacing 
The wavelength difference d𝜆, between two adjacent modes is known as mode spacing of 
the longitudinal modes in a Fabry-Perot cavity. The mode spacing can be obtained by 
taking the derivative d𝑚/d𝜆, from equation (2.6) 
 d𝑚
d𝜆
= 2𝐿 (
1
𝜆
d𝑛
d𝜆
−
𝑛
𝜆2
) 
(2.7) 
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where d𝑛/d𝜆 implies a dispersive material semiconductor, that is, the effective refractive 
index changes with photon wavelength. Setting  d𝑚 = −1, 
 −1
d𝜆
= 2𝐿 (
1
𝜆
d𝑛
d𝜆
−
𝑛
𝜆2
) 
(2.8) 
From which  
 
d𝜆 =
𝜆2
2𝐿 (𝑛 − 𝜆
d𝑛
d𝜆
)
  
(2.9) 
or 
 
d𝜆 =
𝜆2
2𝐿𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓
 
(2.7) 
where 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑛 − 𝜆
d𝑛
d𝜆
  is the group refractive index [41]. 
When the mode spacing of a laser diode spectrum is known, it is possible to estimate the 
length of the laser diode active layer, that is, cavity length [43] from equation (2.10). By 
using typical value of a GaN laser diode active layer cavity length of 650 μm which has 
group refractive index of 2.9 [40], the longitudinal mode spacing, d𝜆 can be obtained for 
wavelength 𝜆 = 448 nm as 
d𝜆 =
(448 × 10−9)2
2 × 2.9 × 650 × 10−6
 
= 0.0532 nm 
This mode spacing is compared with the one that is experimentally obtained in this study. 
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2.3.3 Temperature effects on L-I Curve and its Derivative Parameters 
Change in temperature of laser diode affects the carrier concentrations at the active layer 
of laser diode. When the operating temperature is increased, the laser diode gain 
decreases, therefore the threshold current shifts to higher value. Consequently, the laser 
diode L-I curve responds to the temperature change accordingly as shown in Figure 2.9. 
So in order to maintain a certain optical power when there is an increase in temperature, 
more injection current. Not only that the threshold current shifts to a higher value as laser 
diode temperature increases but also the slope efficiency of the laser diode decreases as 
depicted in Figure 2.9. These undesirable increase of threshold current and decrease in 
slope efficiency are due to the loss of carriers (electrons and holes) which results from 
flow of injection current around the active layer which very severe at high temperature. 
 
Figure 2.9: Temperature dependence of laser diode threshold current and slope 
efficiency (external differential quantum efficiency), where 𝑻𝟑 > 𝑻𝟐 > 𝑻𝟏 
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The dependence of a laser diode threshold current on operating temperature is given by 
the empirical relation  
 𝐼𝑡ℎ(𝑇) = 𝐼𝑡ℎ0exp(𝑇/𝑇0) (2.8) 
𝐼𝑡ℎ is the threshold current at a temperature 𝑇, 𝐼𝑡ℎ0 is the initial threshold current at 𝑇 = 0 
and 𝑇0 is the characteristic temperature of the LD [51]. 𝑇0 can be determined by taking the 
first derivative of  equation 2.8 with respect to T, 
 ln 𝐼𝑡ℎ(𝑇) − ln 𝐼𝑡ℎ0 = 𝑇/𝑇0 (2.9) 
which yields 
 d[ln 𝐼𝑡ℎ(𝑇)] = d𝑇/𝑇0 (2.10) 
or 
 
𝑇0 =  
d𝑇
d[ln 𝐼𝑡ℎ(𝑇)]
 
(2.11) 
𝑇0 is therefore the inverse of the slope the threshold current versus temperature curve 
 
𝑇0 =
∆𝑇
∆ ln 𝐼𝑡ℎ
 
(2.12) 
A higher characteristic temperature indicates a lower sensitivity of a laser diode threshold 
current when there is a relatively large change in temperature, and vice versa [43], thus a 
high 𝑇0 indicates a thermally stable laser diode. Generally, GaN semiconductor laser diodes 
have relative high 𝑇0 [52]. 
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2.3.4 Effect of Temperature on Spectral Properties of a Laser diode 
Effect of change in temperature of a laser diode includes change in physical length L of the 
laser diode active layer due to thermal expansion, change in the refractive index of the 
active layer as result of the carrier concentration distribution and change in size of the 
active layer band gap. Since the wavelength of a longitudinal mode is proportional to the 
physical length L (equation 2.6) of the active layer which forms the resonator cavity, a 
change in L as a result of thermal expansion when a laser diode operating temperature is 
increased would shift the longitudinal mode to a higher wavelength as shown in Figure 
2.10. 
 
Figure 2.10: Thermal expansion of the resonator cavity (top) and the corresponding 
longitudinal mode shift with temperature (bottom). “high T” and “low T” denote 
high and low temperature respectively. 
Similarly, the refractive index n, depends on carrier concentration at the active layer. So 
even if there is no expansion of the active layer, the effective optical length (nL) traveled 
by photons changes due to the change in the refractive index. Therefore, there is a shift in 
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the longitudinal mode wavelength according to equation (2.6). However, the carrier 
concentration at the active layer is pinned at the laser diode threshold current, therefore, 
the contribution of carrier concentration to change in the refractive index stops [41]. More 
injection current into the active layer leads to Joule heating which would later results in 
change in the refractive as well as the thermal expansion of the active layer, as explained 
above. The change in refractive index as a result of temperature change is expressed as [41] 
 ∆𝑛 = (2~5) × 10−4∆𝑇 (2.13) 
Temperature coefficients ∆𝑛/∆𝑇 of GaN-based semiconductors have been experimentally 
and theoretically studied [53]–[55]. The shifts in longitudinal mode wavelengths of the 
laser diode due to changes in physical and optical length of resonator cavity of the laser 
cause the changes in the laser diode gain profile. 
The third effect, reduction in band gap size as a result of increase in temperature mainly 
affects the gain curve peak wavelength and shifts to higher wavelength [39], as illustrated 
in Figure 2.11. 
 
Figure 2.11: Shift of gain peak to higher wavelength as a result of decrease in 
bandgap when temperature is increased 
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The temperature coefficients of the longitudinal mode wavelength d𝜆𝑚/d𝑇 and the gain 
peak wavelength d𝜆𝑔/d𝑇 can be experimentally evaluated. However, it has been 
experimentally observed that the shift in wavelength of the gain is a about factor of 3 
greater than that of the longitudinal mode wavelengths [46], [56]. 
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3 CHAPTER 3 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
This chapter gives the experimental details and experimental procedures of the study. 
Figure 3.1 shows the main experimental setup used to investigate the effects of changing 
current and operating temperature of a GaN-based blue laser diode on its emission spectra. 
It consists of a GaN blue laser diode which is controlled by current and temperature 
controller. A high resolution spectrometer which consists of a monochromator coupled 
with a CCD camera was used to analyze the laser diode spectrum. National Instruments 
data acquisition devices were used to interface the PC to the laser diode current and 
temperature controllers for the purpose of data acquisition. Brief details of the workings of 
the aforementioned components in the setup are presented in the next section. This chapter 
will be divided into three main sections and presented in the following order: section 3.1 
gives the details of the laser diode employed; section 3.2 discusses the principle of 
operation of the spectrometer and its calibration; and the data acquisitions. 
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Figure 3.1: An overview of the experimental setup to investigate effects of change in 
injection current and operating temperature of a GaN based blue laser diode 
 
3.1 Description of the GaN-based Blue Laser Diode 
The laser diode studied was LD-445-50PD GaN blue laser diode from Roithner 
LaserTechnik. The laser diode has emission peak wavelength at 445 nm with output optical 
power of 50 mW in standard 5.6 mm TO-can package [57]. Figure 3.2 shows a pictorial 
diagram of used blue laser diode. 
 
Fig. 3.2: Pictorial diagrams of standard 𝟓. 𝟔 𝐦𝐦 TO-can package of blue laser 
diodes 
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Table 3.1 shows the operating parameters of employed blue laser diode from Roithner. 
Table 3.1: LD-445-50PD GaN blue laser diode specifications [57] 
Specification Min Typical Max 
Peak wavelength (nm) 440 445 450 
Threshold current (mA) 10 35 50 
Operating current (mA) 80 120 160 
Slope efficiency (W/A) 0.3 0.6 1.0 
Operating case temperature (℃) -10  +60 
 
The blue laser diode was housed in Thorlabs TCLDM9 temperature controlled laser diode 
mount with an adjustable spherical lens to control beam divergence whenever it is required. 
Thorlabs LDC 205C current and TED 200C temperature controllers were used to set and 
monitor the blue laser diode drive current and temperature. TCLDM9 uses thermoelectric 
coolers to regulate laser diode temperature precisely and its connection with both 
controllers provides both current regulation and temperature control to 5.6 mm diameter 
laser diodes. Figure 3.3 shows the pictorial diagram of the connection of the laser diode 
mount, current and temperature controllers. 
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Figure 3.3: Pictorial diagram LDC 205C current and TED 200C temperature 
controller connection with the TCLDM9 laser diode mount. 
 
3.2 Spectrometer and Its Calibration 
The laser diode emission spectra were analyzed by a spectrometer which consists of a 
SPEX 1403 0.85 m double diffraction grating monochromator, with a grating groove 
density of 1800 grooves/mm, and coupled with the  monochromator was an Aphalas CCD-
S3600-D(-UV) CCD camera. The calibration of the spectrometer was done with a Krypton 
lamp. The descriptions and principles of workings of the monochromator and CDD camera 
are discussed in the first two subsections while the calibration of the spectrometer is 
presented in the third subsection. 
3.2.1 Description and Operation of the Monochromator 
The monochromator used is SPEX 1403 0.85 m double grating monochromator with 
grating density of 1800 grooves/mm which has a high resolution of 0.003 nm. It was used 
in the experiment to select a wavelength from the available wavelengths in the GaN blue 
laser diode light. The monochromator is made up of two slits S1 and S2 where the former 
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is the entrance slit through which light is fed into the monochromator and the latter is the 
exit slit through which a resolved light is emerged; five mirrors (M1 to M5) to reflect 
incident light and two reflective diffraction gratings (G1 and G2) to select a wavelength. 
The wavelength of the emerged light depends on the positions of the gratings. Light enters 
into the spectrometer through slit S1 and incident on a collimating mirror M1 which reflects 
off the light onto the diffraction grating G1 where it is dispersed onto a focusing mirror 
M2. Mirror M2 then reflects off the light towards slit S2 which allows only a narrow 
wavelength band of the light to pass through and collected by a third mirror M3 which 
focuses light towards S3 where a narrower wavelength band is allowed to pass through 
onto a collimating mirror M4. The collimating Mirror M4 directs the light to fall onto the 
second diffraction grating G2 where it is dispersed onto mirror M5. Finally, M5 reflects 
the dispersed light towards the exit slit where a light detector (CCD camera) is to be 
mounted. Mechanism of reflection of light from a grating is shown in Figure 3.4. 
3.2.1.1 Diffraction Grating Equation 
Figure 3.4 shows a beam of two rays of monochromatic light, R1 and R2 incident on a 
diffraction grating at an angle 𝜃 relative to the normal of the grating. Two rays, R3 and R4, 
which originates from R1 and R2 got diffracted at a diffraction angle of 𝜑 relative to grating 
normal as depicted in Figure 3.4. The grating is made of grooves which are separated from 
one another by a distance that is comparable to the wavelength of light under investigation. 
The path lengths of the two incident and diffracted rays are given as  
 𝑥1 = 𝑑 Sin(𝜃) (3.1) 
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 𝑥2 = 𝑑 Sin(𝜑) (3.2) 
   θ
 
d
R1
R2
R3
R4
N1 N2
 
Figure 3.4: Mechanism of diffraction of a beam light from a grating 
Then, the overall path difference becomes 
 𝑥 = 𝑥1 − 𝑥2 
𝑥 = 𝑑( Sin𝜃 + Sin𝜑) 
(3.3) 
In order to obtain constructive interference, overall path difference must be an integral 
multiple of the light wavelength  𝑚𝜆, thus  
 𝑚𝜆 = 𝑑(Sin𝜃 + Sin𝜑) (3.4) 
 𝐺𝑚𝜆 = Sin𝜃 + Sin𝜑 (3.5) 
Equation (3.5) is the diffraction grating equation where 𝑚 = ±(0, 1, 2 … ) is the grating 
order, 𝐺 is the grating groove density which is known as the “groove per millimeter” and 
as 
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𝐺 =
1
𝑑
 
(3.6) 
SPEX 1403 has 𝐺 = 1800 grooves/mm. 
By taking the derivative of (3.4) while keeping 𝜃 constant, 
 d𝜑
d𝜆
=
𝑚
𝑑 C𝑜s𝜑
 
(3.7) 
where the expression d𝜑/d𝜆 is the angular dispersion of the grating as a result of a small 
change in the wavelength of light. 
3.2.1.2 Diffraction Grating Resolution  
The spectral resolution of the diffraction grating is defined as [58] 
 
𝑅 =
𝜆
𝛿𝜆
 
(3.8) 
or  
 
𝑅 =
𝑑(Sin𝜃 + Sin𝜑)
𝑚
 
(3.9) 
Equation (3.8) would be used in section 3.2.3 to find the resolution of the spectrometer.   
3.2.2 Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) Camera 
The CCD camera used in this study is an Alphalas CCD-S3600-D(-UV) with high-
sensitivity linear array of 3648 sensor pixels with each pixel having dimensions 8 μm ×
200 μm (width × height). It has a spectral range from 320 to 1100 nm [59]. The principle 
of detection by CCD camera is briefly explained as follows: 
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CCD is semiconductor device for detecting light/photon in spectroscopy. It is made of 
several arrays of individual storage units called pixels. Each pixel is made up of several 
metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) capacitors where charges are stored. Figure 3.5 shows 
the schematic diagram of a MOS capacitor. A typical CCD is made from a layer of n-
doped silicon (Si) built on a p-doped Si substrate. The n-type Si is covered with a thin, 
transparent insulating layer of silicon dioxide (SiO2). 
p-doped Si
n-doped Si
Depletion
Region
SiO2
+Ve electrode
 
Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of a MOS capacitor. It represents one storage unit in 
a CCD camera. 
When photons fall on the surface and absorbed by the Si layer, photoelectrons are generated 
and are collected at the potential well created by a positive voltage applied to the electrode. 
The amount of photoelectrons depends on the intensity of the light that is absorbed by Si 
layer. In a CCD where there several number of pixels, after accumulation of charges by the 
potential wells at the elapse of the exposure time or integration time, the charges are 
transferred from potential wells to another by changing the applied voltages at the 
electrodes until they reach the readout stage.  
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The process of charge transferred is illustrated in Figure 3.6 as follows: each of the pixels 
has a three-phase electrode (P1, P2 and P3) where every third of the phases is connected 
together. Movement of the charges is achieved by clock voltages which are applied to the 
phases and varied. 
 
Figure 3.6: Process of transfer of charges among the pixels in CCD 
At first, the charges are collected at P1, upon applying a positive voltage at P2, a potential 
well is created, so the charges are able to occupy the area between P1 and P2. When the 
voltage at P1 is zero, all the charges are moved completely into P2. Similarly, a potential 
well is created at P3 on application of a positive voltage, and the well at P2 pours it charges 
into P3 when the former voltage is made zero. This procedure continues until the charges 
are moved to where they can be read at the readout register. The charges are converted into 
electrical signal and amplified by the integrated electronic system in the CCD camera. 
CCD quantum efficiency is the fraction of incident photons that generates photoelectrons 
in the sensor. 100 percent efficiency is not achievable due to some factors such as the 
incoming photon being reflected back by the electrodes on top of the n-doped Si layer. It 
is also possible that the photons are absorbed by other than the Si layer. 
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3.2.3 Calibration of the CCD-monochromator System 
The CCD was mounted on the monochromator with the aid of a homemade ring extension 
of diameter 10 cm. The pictorial diagram of the ring is shown in Figure 3.7. Connection of 
the CCD camera to the PC was done with a USB and the CCD camera software was 
installed. 
 
Figure 3.7: Ring extension used to mount the CCD to the monochromator exit 
Since the laser diode under investigation emits blue light, therefore a lamp that has 
emission lines in the blue region of the electromagnetic spectrum was employed for 
calibration. The CCD-Monochromator system was calibrated by using Krypton (Kr) lamp 
that has three emission lines in the blue region of electromagnetic spectrum, namely 
445.391748, 446.369 and 450.235427 nm. The calibration setup for the CCD-
monochromator system and the three Kr emission line spectrum are shown in Figure 3.8 
and Figure 3.9, respectively. 
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Figure. 3.8: Setup for the calibration of the CCD-Monochromator system 
 
Figure 3.9: Emission spectrum of Krypton lamp with three emission lines  
The three Kr emission lines were observed at CCD pixel positions as presented in Table 
3.2 
 
PC    
L
Kr lamp
AC
CCD camera
M1
M2
M4
 M3
G1
G2
M5
S1
S4
Monochromator
S2
S3
SX
SY
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Table 3.2: Three Krypton emission lines in the blue region [60] 
Pixel position 𝑡ℎ Wavelength 𝜆 (nm) 
2977 445.391748 
2539 446.369000 
788 450.235427 
 
Figure 3.10 shows the calibration curve obtained from CCD-monochromator system 
calibration for wavelength. The linear equation (3.10) was obtained for wavelength-pixel 
relation as  
 𝜆𝑝 = 451.979 − 0.00221142 𝑝 (3.10) 
 
Figure 3.10: Calibration curve for the CCD-monochromator system 
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The relatively small line slope (0.00221142) of six significant figures and the excellent 
linear regression (𝑅2 = 0.999994) indicate high level of accuracy in the calibration 
procedure. 
The resolution of the spectrometer is determined by fitting one of the three Kr line peaks 
in Figure 3.9 to a Lorentzian function in order to obtain the full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) as shown Figure 3.11. 
 
Figure 3.11: Fitting of the Kr lamp line at 788th pixel position 
The Lorentzian fit was done for the peak at 788th pixel positon which corresponds to 
450.235427 nm. The FWHM contains 9.28542 pixels which gives a linewidth of 𝛿𝜆 =
0.02 nm. By using equation (3.8), the resolution of the CCD-monochromator system is 
evaluated as  
𝑅 =
𝜆
𝛿𝜆
=
450.235427
0.02
 
𝑅 = 21926 
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3.3 Data Acquisition 
Having done the required calibrations, the instruments were brought together to build the 
setup in Fig. 3.1. LabVIEW programs were used for the data acquisitions. The program 
created a LabVIEW measurement (.lvm) format file which contained the laser diode 
temperature, injection current, emission spectrum data (pixel positions and intensity) for 
each of the injection current and temperature values (see Appendix B). 
3.3.1 Temporal Stability Study of the GaN-based Blue Laser Diode Output 
Parameters 
Having done the necessary calibrations of the instruments, the different elements of the 
experiment were brought together as shown in Figure 3.1. The monochromator was used 
to select wavelength. To investigate the stability of the laser diode output parameters, the 
laser diode beam divergence was adjusted with the aid of a rotatable spherical lens in the 
laser diode mount. The laser beam was split into two with the aid of a 50/50 beam splitter; 
a fraction of the beam was directed to a Thorlabs PDB210A/M photodiode and the other 
fraction was directed into the monochromator slit with the width set at 8 μm (which 
corresponds to the CCD camera pixel width). The laser diode injection current and 
temperature were fixed at 100 mA and 20 ℃ respectively by utilizing the LabVIEW 
program written for the purpose. The laser diode ran continuously for 10 hours. 
3.3.2 Output Optical Measurement of the GaN-based Blue Laser Diode 
The laser diode beam was directed into the sensitive area of the PDB210A/M photodiode. 
The laser diode output optical power was measured for operating temperature range from 
5 to 55 ℃. For each of the set laser diode operating temperature, the injection current into 
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the laser diode was varied from 0 to 155 mA with an increment of 1 mA. The operating 
temperature was increased in step of 1 ℃.  
3.3.3 Spectral measurement of the GaN based blue laser diode 
In this section, the beam splitter was removed and the laser diode mount spherical lens was 
rotated to make the laser diode beam diverge. This was necessary in order to avoid the 
effect of beam shift as a result of change in operate temperature while the experiment was 
going on. 
LabVIEW program was used to set and keep the temperature constant at 5 ℃ and the 
injection current was varied from 0 to 155 mA with an increment of 1 mA. Each time the 
current was increased to the next value, the program waited for settling time of 4 seconds 
before it took another spectrum. After taking the last current reading (155 mA) at 5 ℃, the 
program increased the temperature by 1 ℃, that is, to 6 ℃. The program waited for 60 
seconds before it began to inject current from the initial value of 0 and increased it to 
155 mA as was done previously. These procedures were repeated for other set temperature 
points up to 55 ℃ with an increment of 1 ℃. (Each time the temperature was increased by 
an increment of 1 ℃, the program waited for settling time of 60 seconds before another 
set of data was collected). The spectra were collected and observed on the PC monitor. 
The acquired sets of data obtained were analyzed using Mathematica programs (see 
Appendix C). The results as well as their discussion are presented in chapter 4 of this thesis. 
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4 CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter presents and discusses the experimental results. Section 4.1 gives the temporal 
stability of the GaN blue laser diode output, 4.2 discusses the output optical power 
characteristics, 4.3 discusses the optical gains and 4.4 and 4.5 discuss the effects of 
temperature  and current respectively. 
4.1 Temporal Stability of the Output Emissions of the Blue Laser Diode 
Figure 4.1 shows the stability of the GaN blue laser diode operated continuously at a 
constant injection current of 100 mA and operating temperature of 20 ℃ for a period of 9 
hours. This is an indication of a good GaN chip structure. There was no noticeable effect 
of Joule heating of the blue laser diode active layer, thus the operating temperature 
remained stable at the set value of 20 ℃  despite the high injection current. Owing to the 
good stability of the injection current and the operating temperature, the output optical 
power of the GaN blue laser diode was stable. This is an indication that the carrier 
concentration at the laser diode active layer remained constant for the period the GaN blue 
laser diode was running. The central lasing wavelength of the GaN blue laser diode 
emission as depicted did not change as well. 
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Figure 4.1: Stability of the GaN laser diode parameters for 𝟏𝟎 𝐡𝐨𝐮𝐫𝐬 at 𝟏𝟎𝟎 𝐦𝐀  
and  𝟐𝟎 ℃ . 𝝀𝒄𝒆𝒏 is the wavelength of the central peak, 𝑰 is the injection current, 𝑻 is 
the operating temperature and  𝑷𝒐𝒑𝒕 is the output optical power of the GaN blue 
laser diode. The numbers in the labels were used to scale the actual values of the 
respective output parameters. 
 
4.2 Output Optical Power characteristics 
In order to study the output optical power characteristics, Figure 4.2 shows the 3D plot of 
output power as a function of injection current and temperature. 
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Ith increase
 
Figure 4.2: Output power (P) mW in as a function of current (I) in mA and 
temperature (T) in ℃. 
The dashed line drawn across the injection current axis shows the trend of how the 
threshold current of the GaN blue laser diode increased with temperature. This is shown 
more clearly in the L-I curves in Figure 4.3. 
The L-I curves of the GaN blue laser diode for operating temperatures from 5 to 55 ℃ are 
shown in Figure 4.3. For each of the laser diode operating temperatures, it was observed 
that the output optical power slowly increased at injection current below the threshold 
current, which is an indication of spontaneous emission. As soon as the threshold current 
was reached and beyond it, the output optical power linearly increased for each of the 
operating temperatures. The laser diode threshold current increased from 24 mA at 5 ℃ to 
36 mA at 55 ℃. The slope efficiency of the laser diode was also observed to decrease as 
its operating temperature was increased. The increase of the laser threshold current and 
decrease of its slope efficiency with increase in temperature are attributed to similar loss 
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mechanism such as undesired reflections at the cleaved end facets, photon absorption by 
the active and cladding layers, carrier leakage around the active layer. 
 
Figure 4.3: 𝑳 − 𝑰 curve of the GaN blue laser diode under cw operation for 
operating temperature from 5 to 𝟓𝟓 ℃ in step of 𝟏 ℃ of as a function of 
temperature. Inset (a) shows eleven L-I curves at the onset of lasing for operating 
temperature from 5 to 55 ℃ in step 𝟓 ℃ where the output optical power started to 
increase rapidly. Inset (b) shows the same curves at injection current above the 
threshold current. 
When current is injected into a laser diode, part of the injected current flows around the 
laser diode active layer, this current is known as the leakage current. The leakage current 
increases with laser diode operating temperature. So more injection current is needed to 
drive the laser diode into lasing mode at high operating temperature. This therefore shifts 
the laser diode threshold current to higher values. 
Nonradiative recombination and a phenomenon known as Free Carrier Absorption lead to 
decrease in external differential quantum efficiency. Nonradiative recombination of an 
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electron and hole generates a phonon instead of a photon that is generated from electron-
hole pair radiative recombination. Phonons do not contribute to a laser diode emission. 
Similarly, free carrier absorption occurs when the laser diode cladding layers absorb the 
electrons and holes that would have recombined to generate photons. At high temperature, 
nonradiative recombination and free carrier absorption effects are more pronounced which 
cause the external differential quantum efficiency to reduce [41]. 
The external differential quantum efficiency was evaluated for each of the laser diode 
operating temperature from the slope of the corresponding L-I curve by utilizing the 
derived expression in equation (2.5). The threshold current for each of the operating 
temperature was also extrapolated from the corresponding L-I curve. 
Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 show the plots of external differential quantum efficiency and 
threshold current of the blue laser diode as a function of the operating temperature. 
The external differential quantum efficiency decreased very slowly with increase in 
temperature. The insets however show more clearly that there three temperature regimes 
for the quantum efficiency response to operating temperature. The plot to the right hand-
side in inset (a) represents the temperature range between 285 K and 301 K where the 
external differential quantum efficiency has the highest stability.  
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Fig. 4.4: Evaluated external differential quantum efficiency as a function of 
temperature. Insets (a) and (b) show clearly the three temperature regimes of the 
quantum efficiency. 
The inverse of the slope of the curve of the log of the threshold current plotted against the 
operating temperature, as shown in Figure 4.5, is the characteristic temperature, 𝑇0 of the 
laser diode. 
𝑇0 =
∆𝑇
∆ ln 𝐼𝑡ℎ
= 130 K 
This characteristic temperature value of the GaN blue laser diode is relatively high [61] for 
the operating temperature range covered. This is observed in the small change in external 
differential quantum efficiency with respect to change in operating temperature. However, 
higher characteristic temperature of GaN blue/violet laser diodes have been reported, [40], 
[61]. 
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Fig. 4.5: Log of the threshold currents as a function of temperature. The estimated 
characteristic temperature of the GaN laser diode is 𝟏𝟑𝟎 𝐊. 
The excellent linear regression 𝑅2 = 0.999635 indicates the accuracy of the 
characteristic temperature of the employed laser diode. 
4.3 Emission Spectral Output 
4.3.1 Gain of the GaN Blue Laser Diode below Threshold Current 
Figure 4.6 shows the gain profile of the GaN blue laser diode just before threshold current 
was reached for 5 ℃, 30 ℃ and 55 ℃. The gain profile shifted to higher wavelengths as 
temperature was increased. There were already precursors to the nature of longitudinal 
modes that would be observed while the laser diode would begin to emit coherent emission. 
Only the modes within the gain region would be amplified during lasing. 
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Figure 4.6: Gains of the GaN blue laser diode at injection currents below threshold 
current at 𝟓 ℃, 𝟑𝟎 ℃ and 𝟓𝟓 ℃. 
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4.3.2 Single-mode Emission of the GaN Blue Laser Diode 
Figure 4.7 shows the single spectra of the GaN blue laser diode at 5 ℃, 30 ℃ and 55 ℃. 
These occurred at injection current just above the threshold for each of the three operating 
temperatures. Since the laser diode is not distributed feedback (DFB) or distributed Bragg 
reflector (DBR) laser [44], then it is anticipated that if the injection current at each of the 
laser diode operating temperature that produces a single-mode is increased, other lasing 
modes would start to appear. 
 
Fig. 4.7: Single-mode emission of the GaN blue laser diode 
 
4.3.3 Emission Spectra well above Threshold Current  
Figure 4.8 shows highly resolved spectra of the GaN blue laser diode at 5 ℃, 30 ℃ and 
55 ℃ at injection current of 100 mA. Several longitudinal modes were observed with two 
of mode spacing ∆λ1 = 0.0530 nm and ∆λ2 = 0.0550 nm. These mode spacings are 
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typical of GaN based blue laser diode, as observed by Romadhon et al. [46] and Swietlik 
et al. [62]. The 5 ℃ spectrum has more longitudinal modes than those of  30 ℃ and  55 ℃. 
Four sub-band emissions were observed for each of the laser diode operating temperatures. 
Similar sub-band emissions were observed reported by Nakamura et al [31] which could 
attributed to either inhomogeneity of the laser diode active layer or sub-band transitions of 
quantum energy levels caused by quantum confinement of electrons and holes. 
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Figure 4.8: Emission spectra of the GaN blue laser diode at 𝟓 ℃, 𝟑𝟎 ℃ and 𝟓𝟓 ℃ 
while fixing the injection current at 100 mA. The four bars in each of the plots show 
four sub-bands in each spectrum.  
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4.4 Evolution of Optical Gain and Longitudinal Modes 
A comparison between experimentally obtained parameters for the evolutions of gain and 
longitudinal modes in this study and those from literatures is shown in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1: Comparison of optical gain and longitudinal modes evolutions 
parameters with literature 
Parameter Estimated value Literature 
Current coefficient of longitudinal modes 
wavelength, dλ𝑚/d𝐼 (nm/mA) 
0.0059 a0.0045 
b0.0035 
Current coefficient of gain wavelength, dλ𝑔/d𝐼 
(nm/mA) 
0.0223 b0.023 
c0.02 
Temperature coefficient of longitudinal modes 
wavelength, dλ𝑚/d𝑇 (nm/℃) 
0.0149  a0.0154 
Temperature coefficient of gain wavelength, dλ𝑔/d𝑇 
(nm/℃) 
0.0438  a0.0432 
Observed mode spacing 
 ∆λ1 (nm) 
∆λ2 (nm) 
 
0.0530 
0.0550 
 
a0.0548  
a, b, c see [46]–[48]  
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4.4.1 Evolution of Optical Gain and Longitudinal Modes due to Change in Injection 
Current 
Figure 4.9 shows the evolution of the laser diode longitudinal modes as a function of 
change in injection current which was varied from 20 to 155 mA at operating temperatures 
5 ℃, 30 ℃ and 55 ℃. When the injection current of the laser diode reached the threshold 
current and beyond, for each of the operating temperatures, the laser diode emission spectra 
exhibited multiple longitudinal modes. For of the operating temperatures, the longitudinal 
mode peak wavelengths were evaluated from the laser diode emission spectra for each 
injection current, that is, from the threshold current to 155 mA (See Appendix D). Each set 
of these longitudinal mode peak wavelengths is plotted against its corresponding injection 
current as shown in Figure 4.9.  For the three fixed temperature values, the longitudinal 
modes peak wavelengths increases linearly with injection current. Increase in injection 
current causes high carrier concentration at the laser diode active layer. When the injection 
current is greater than the threshold current, the carrier concentration remains almost 
constant even though injection current is still being increased. Consequently, Joule heating 
of the active layer of the laser diode causes its internal temperature to rise. As a result, the 
physical length (L) of the laser diode active increases, consequently, the longitudinal modes 
shift to higher wavelengths. Band gap [63] is reduced and refractive index is increased [63] 
which leads to increase in the active layer optical length (𝑛𝐿). So the overall effect is the 
shift of the longitudinal modes’ wavelengths and the gain peak to higher value. [12]. The 
lines in the three plots, which are equally spaced and parallel, fit to the observed data points 
with slope 0.0059 nm/mA. On the other hand, the gain shift was 0.0223 nm/mA. Current 
coefficients of these orders of magnitudes have also been reported elsewhere [47], [48]. 
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The two slopes show that the gain of the laser diode spectral emission shifts faster than the 
longitudinal modes. Furthermore, two values of mode spacing observed were 0.0530 nm 
and 0.0550 nm and are typical for GaN-based blue laser diodes [46]. 
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Figure 4.9: Evolution of longitudinal modes as a function of current at 𝟓, 𝟑𝟎 and 
𝟓𝟓 ℃  
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4.4.2 Evolution of Optical Gain and Longitudinal Modes due to Change in the Laser 
Diode Operating Temperature 
Figure 4.10 shows the evolutions of the laser diode longitudinal modes wavelengths as a 
function operating temperature which was varied from 5 to 55 ℃ at a fixed injection 
current of 100 mA. Longitudinal mode peak wavelengths were evaluated from each of the 
operating temperatures’ spectra. Each set of these wavelengths are plotted against its 
corresponding operating temperature as shown in Figure 4.10. The longitudinal mode 
wavelengths shifted to longer wavelengths as the operating temperature increased. This is 
attributed to change in the physical length (𝐿) as well as the effective optical length (𝑛𝐿) 
of the laser diode active layer. The peak wavelength of the gain profile of the laser diode 
emission also shifts to longer wavelength with increase in operating temperature. This is 
attributed to the laser diode active layer band gap reduction as a result of the increase of 
the laser diode operating temperature. The tracking of the evolution of each of the 
longitudinal modes’ wavelengths with increase in operating temperature of the laser diode 
was done and fitted to a straight line. The lines are parallel and each one has a slope or 
temperature coefficient of longitudinal mode wavelength of  0.0149 nm/℃, as shown in 
Figure 4.10. The longest line in the figure represents the straight line fit for the evolution 
of the peak wavelength of the laser diode emission gain profile and has slope of 
0.0438 nm/℃. The ratio of the temperature coefficient of the gain to that of the 
longitudinal mode is 2.9 which is comparable to what was obtained by Romadhon et al 
(2.8) [46] and Eichler et al. (2.7) [56].  
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dλg/dT = 0.0439 nm/°C
dλm/dT = 0.0149 nm/°C
 
Figure 4.10: Evolution of the laser diode longitudinal modes’ wavelengths with 
variation in its operating temperature while fixing the injection current at 100 mA, 
where 𝐝𝝀𝒈/𝐝𝑻 and 𝐝𝝀𝒎/𝐝𝑻 are the temperature coefficient of the gain peak 
wavelength and longitudinal modes’ wavelength respectively. 
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5 CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION 
In summary, the emitted longitudinal modes fine spectral substructure of a commercially 
available GaN-based blue laser diode have been experimentally studied using a high 
resolution spectroscopic method. Longitudinal modes evolution and temporal stability 
were investigated by observing sensitivity and behavior of laser diode longitudinal modes 
emission spectra as a function of applied current and temperature. 
In this study, the laser diode outputs that were investigated have good time evolution 
stability. The laser diode emission wavelength remained highly stable over the running 
period of 10 hours. The operating temperature of the laser diode was also observed to be 
stable over the period of time the laser diode was running. These aforementioned qualities 
are indispensable in spectroscopic applications. 
Evolutions of the optical gain and the longitudinal modes of the laser diode as a function 
of change in injection current at fixed temperature were investigated. In addition to output 
intensity increase of the modes peaks height, a bathochromic shift for the longitudinal 
modes was observed to linearly increase upon increasing the laser diode applied current.  
Current coefficients of the lasing wavelength for the gain and the longitudinal modes 
estimated were 0.0223 nm/mA and 0.0059 nm/mA, respectively. Similarly, evolution of 
the optical gain and the longitudinal modes with variations in temperature at fixed injection 
current revealed that estimated temperature coefficient of the lasing wavelength for the 
gain was 0.0438 nm/℃ while that of the longitudinal modes was 0.0149 nm/℃. Utilizing 
emission spectra of longitudinal modes, two values of mode spacing were experimentally 
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evaluated at 0.0530 nm and 0.0550 nm with percentage of occurrence of 55% and 45%, 
respectively. These experimental evaluations of mode spacing were found to agree with 
calculated 0.0530 nm (0.0530 nm) value by incorporating the suitable GaN blue laser 
cavity parameters. This excellent agreement between experimental and theoretical results 
lends credence to precision of technique used. The results obtained in this study would 
serve as a guide for researchers in the field of laser diode spectroscopy. 
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Appendix A 
Front panel of the LabVIEW program used to acquire and store experimental data 
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Appendix B 
A sample of the format of the arrangement of the experimental data stored in LabVIEW 
measurement (.lvm) files. 
LabVIEW Measurement    
Writer_Version 2     
Reader_Version 2     
Separator Tab     
Decimal_Separator .     
Multi_Headings Yes     
X_Columns One     
Time_Pref Relative     
Operator HP     
      
Date ########     
Time 42:12.1     
***End_of_Header***    
      
Notes X values guaranteed valid only for Untitled 
Channels 3     
Samples 3648 3648 3648   
Date ######## ######## ########   
Time 42:15.8 42:12.1 42:12.1   
Y_Unit_Label Volts Volts   
X_Dimension Time Time Time   
X0 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00   
Delta_X 1 0.001 0.001   
***End_of_Header***    
X_Value Untitled vCurrOut vTempOut Comment 
0 509 -0.00367 0.247188   
1 508 -0.00335 0.246542   
2 513 -0.00367 0.246542   
… … … …   
… … … …   
3647 514 -0.00302 0.247188   
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Appendix C 
Mathematica program used to analyze data acquired by the LabVIEW programs  
SetDirectory[NotebookDirectory[]]; 
SetOptions[{ListPlot, ListLinePlot, ListPlot3D, ListPointPlot3D, Plot}, 
BaseStyle → {FontFamily → "Times", FontSize → 12}, LabelStyle → {Black, Black}]; 
imin = 1; imax = 156; 
LISTWAVELENGTHVSINTENSITY = {}; 
HIGHESTPEAK = {} 
PIXELHIGHESTPEAK = {}; 
WAVELENGTHOFHIGHESTPEAK = {}; 
LISTWAVELENGTHCURRENTINTENSITY = {}; 
INTENSITY = {}; CURRENT = {}; TEMPERATURE = {}; 
FINDPEAKS = {}; 
SELECTPEAKS = {}; 
LENGTHSELECTPEAKS = {}; 
PLOTSELECTPEAKS = {}; 
WAVELENGTHOFPEAKS = {}; 
MODESPACING = {}; 
LISTMODESPACINGPERSPEC = {}; 
LENGTHWAVELENGTHOFPEAKS = {}; 
WAVELENGTHVSCURRENT = {}; 
For[i = imin, i ≤ imax, i++, or = OpenRead["TI_" <> ToString[i] <> ".lvm"]; 
rl = ReadList[or, Record]; 
ss = StringSplit[rl]; 
te = Table[ToExpression[ss[[i]]], {i, 26, Length[ss]}]; 
list1 = Table[{0.995685 (451.979 - 0.00221142 te[[i, 1]]), te[[i, 2]], 
50.408 te[[i, 3]] + 0.181, 20.409 te[[i, 4]] - 0.0222}, {i, 1, Length[te]}] 
(*list1 = wavelength, intensity, current, temperature*); 
listwavelengthvsintensity = 
Table[{0.995685 (451.979 - 0.00221142 te[[i, 1]]), te[[i, 2]] / 1000}, 
{i, 1, Length[te]}]; 
list2 = Table[{0.995685 (451.979 - 0.00221142 te[[i, 1]]), 
50.408 te[[i, 3]] + 0.181, te[[i, 2]] / 1000}, {i, 1, Length[te]}] 
(*list2 = wavelength, current, intensity*); 
intensity = Table[te[[i, 2]] / 1000, {i, 1, Length[te]}]; 
highestpeak = Max[intensity]; 
pixelhighestpeak = Position[intensity, highestpeak][[1, 1]]; 
wavelengthofhighestpeak = 0.995685 (451.979 - 0.00221142 pixelhighestpeak); 
current = Mean[Table[50.408 te[[i, 3]] + 0.181, {i, 1, Length[te]}]]; 
temperature = Mean[Table[20.409 te[[i, 4]] - 0.0222, {i, 1, Length[te]}]]; 
findpeaks = FindPeaks[intensity, 6]; 
selectpeaks = Select[findpeaks, Last[#] > 0.700 &]; 
lengthselectpeaks = Length[selectpeaks]; 
plotselectpeaks = ListLinePlot[intensity, 
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Epilog → {Red, PointSize[0.01], Point[selectpeaks(*[[]]*)]}, Frame → True, 
FrameLabel → {"pixel position (th)", "relative intensity (a.u.)"}, 
PlotRange → {{00, 2900}, {0, 35}}]; 
wavelengthofpeaks = Table[0.995685 (451.979 - 0.00221142 selectpeaks[[i, 1]]), 
{i, 1, Length[selectpeaks]}]; 
modespacing = 0.995685 × 0.00221142 
(selectpeaks[[12]][[1]] - selectpeaks[[11]][[1]]); 
listmodespacingperspec = 0.995685 × 0.00221142 
Differences[Table[selectpeaks[[i, 1]], {i, 1, Length[selectpeaks]}]]; 
lengthwavelengthofpeaks = Length[wavelengthofpeaks]; 
wavelengthvscurrent = 
Transpose[{ConstantArray["" <> ToString[i - imin] <> "", lengthwavelengthofpeaks], 
wavelengthofpeaks}]; 
LISTWAVELENGTHVSINTENSITY = 
Append[LISTWAVELENGTHVSINTENSITY, listwavelengthvsintensity]; 
HIGHESTPEAK = Append[HIGHESTPEAK, highestpeak]; 
PIXELHIGHESTPEAK = Append[PIXELHIGHESTPEAK, pixelhighestpeak]; 
WAVELENGTHOFHIGHESTPEAK = 
Append[WAVELENGTHOFHIGHESTPEAK, wavelengthofhighestpeak]; 
LISTWAVELENGTHCURRENTINTENSITY = 
Append[LISTWAVELENGTHCURRENTINTENSITY, list2]; 
INTENSITY = Append[INTENSITY, intensity]; 
CURRENT = Append[CURRENT, current]; 
TEMPERATURE = Append[TEMPERATURE, temperature]; 
FINDPEAKS = Append[FINDPEAKS, findpeaks]; 
SELECTPEAKS = Append[SELECTPEAKS, selectpeaks]; 
LENGTHSELECTPEAKS = Append[LENGTHSELECTPEAKS, lengthselectpeaks]; 
PLOTSELECTPEAKS = Append[PLOTSELECTPEAKS, plotselectpeaks]; 
WAVELENGTHOFPEAKS = Append[WAVELENGTHOFPEAKS, 
wavelengthofpeaks]; 
MODESPACING = Append[MODESPACING, modespacing]; 
LISTMODESPACINGPERSPEC = 
Append[LISTMODESPACINGPERSPEC, listmodespacingperspec]; 
2 copy to word appendix.nb 
LENGTHWAVELENGTHOFPEAKS = 
Append[LENGTHWAVELENGTHOFPEAKS, lengthwavelengthofpeaks]; 
WAVELENGTHVSCURRENT = Append[WAVELENGTHVSCURRENT, 
wavelengthvscurrent]; 
] 
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Appendix D 
  
Figure D1: Emission spectra of the GaN blue laser diode at 5 ℃ 
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Figure D2: Emission spectra of the GaN blue laser diode at 5 ℃ 
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Figure D3: Emission spectra of the GaN blue laser diode at 5 ℃ 
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Figure D4: Emission spectra of the GaN blue laser diode at 5 ℃ 
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